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“The university research 
libraries themselves are 
obvious candidates to 







d/archive/15.01/nasa.htmlEven the popular press.
http://online.wsj.com/article/SB125139942345664387.htmlEven the popular press.
http://online.wsj.com/article/SB125139942345664387.html
“...more technical data have 
been collected in the past 
year alone than in all 
previous years since science 
began.”http://www.flickr.com/photos/23209605@N00/2216465474/
Courtesy of the NAIC - Arecibo Observatory, a facility of the NSF
Courtesy of CERN“The long tail of dark data”
•In 2007, NSF 
awarded ~12000 
grants >$500, 




•That 80% was worth 
$1,117,431,154, or 
about 40% of the 
funds NSF awarded Heidorn, P.B. 2009. Shedding light on the dark data in 
the long tail of science. Library Trends 57(2): 280-299. <Tangent>
http://hdl.handle.net/2027.42/49353“...cyberinfrastructure is 
principally about data: how to get 
it, how to share it, how to store 
it, and how to leverage it...”
Image: http://www.flickr.com/photos/joshb/320870259/Historical model of infrastructure 
development
• System building
• Technology transfer and growth
• Consolidation / network formation
• Splintering
Edwards, Paul N., Steven J. Jackson, Geoffrey C. Bowker, Cory 
P. Knobel. 2007. Understanding Infrastructure: Dynamics, 
tensions, and design. http://hdl.handle.net/2027.42/49353Historical model of infrastructure 
development
• System building
• Technology transfer and growth
• Consolidation / network formation
• Splintering
YOU ARE HERE.
Edwards, Paul N., Steven J. Jackson, Geoffrey C. Bowker, Cory 
P. Knobel. 2007. Understanding Infrastructure: Dynamics, 
tensions, and design. http://hdl.handle.net/2027.42/49353“Reverse salients”
Image : http://www.flickr.com/photos/old_sarge/100926333/“Reverse salients”
• Metadata creation
• Intellectual property
• Cultures and practices
• Steep learning curves
• Interoperability, path dependence
Image : http://www.flickr.com/photos/old_sarge/100926333/“Reverse salients”
“It is ... possible that a tech-centered 
approach to the challenge of data 
sharing inclines us toward failure from 
the beginning, because it leaves 
untouched underlying questions of 
incentives, organization, and culture 
that have in fact always structured the 
nature and viability of distributed 
scientific work. Questions of trust loom 
large here, and run both ways.”
Image : http://www.flickr.com/photos/old_sarge/100926333/</Tangent>          Solutions, anyone?One academic library’s approach
• (...but we already “do” data...)
• Research Data Librarians
• Data Working Group (DaWG)Data Working Group
“... purpose is to exchange 
information about CUL activities 
related to data curation, to 
review and exchange information 
about developments and activities 
in data curation in general, and 
to consider and recommend 
strategic opportunities for CUL 





3. Develop infrastructure. 
(judiciously)
4. Cultivate workforce.
5. Form DataExec; reorganize DaWG.
Digital Research Data Curation: Overview of Issues, 
Current Activities, and Opportunities for the Cornell 
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3. Develop infrastructure. 
(judiciously)
4. Cultivate workforce.
5. Form DataExec; reorganize DaWG.
Digital Research Data Curation: Overview of Issues, 
Current Activities, and Opportunities for the Cornell 
University Library. http://hdl.handle.net/1813/109031. Form partnerships.
http://arecibo.tc.cornell.edu/DRSG/Default.aspx2. Provide information.
https://confluence.cornell.edu/display/datasupp3. Develop infrastructure. 
(judiciously)














shareDataStaR:  A Data Staging Repository
What’s in it for researchers:
•Secure sharing
•Easy creation of preliminary metadata





Novel approach to metadata managementDataStaR:  A Data Staging Repository
Metadata management
• Use semantic web technologies to treat metadata as 
a web of statements
• Adapt existing software (vitro: 
http://vitro.mannlib.cornell.edu/) 
• Generate OWL representations of metadata schemas
Result for users: 

















3. Develop infrastructure. 
(judiciously)
4. Cultivate workforce.
5. Form DataExec; reorganize DaWG.
Digital Research Data Curation: Overview of Issues, Current Activities, and 
Opportunities for the Cornell University Library. http://hdl.handle.net/1813/10903Challenges remain:
• Capability
• Credibility
• Multiple solutions 
(path dependence)
• Social issues 
(participation, trust)
• IT requirements
• “Doing less with less”Small successes breed larger ones
http://vivo.cornell.eduSmall successes breed larger ones
http://vitro.mannlib.cornell.eduSmall successes breed larger onesSmall successes breed larger onesSmall successes breed larger ones
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